
BLUFFTON, SOUTH CAROLINA: Originally from
Waterford, Ireland, Adrian Morris, Berkeley Hall’s
GM/COO, hails from a small coastal town about 30 miles
south of Dublin. Perhaps that’s why Berkeley Hall Club,
set along the waters of the Okatie River, was immediately
such a welcoming setting. His charming Irish lilt is imme-
diately evident during conversation. “Ironically, part of my
career included a stint at NCR Country Club,” said Morris.
“Not far from Dublin, [Ohio] that is!”

Today, Morris is quite at home at Berkeley Hall, a dis-
tinctive private golf community, located in the coastal
Lowcountry between Hilton Head Island, South Carolina,
and Savannah, Georgia.

“While we are known for our two world-class Tom
Fazio courses, our club has so much more to offer. You’ll
find our casually inviting and active lifestyle offers all the
amenities you expect for a healthy lifestyle; a world-class
spa and fitness center, the River Park, miles of walking
trails and exceptional culinary options. Interestingly, one of
our fastest growing activities is our kayaking club.”

Next year, Berkeley Hall will host the 2020 U.S.
Women’s Mid-Amateur Championship. 

“Mr. Fazio’s core routing is patterned after the classic
designs of Riviera Country Club, Winged Foot, and
Seminole—with a layout uninterrupted by any interior

homes or roads,” explained Adam Kushner, director of golf.
“Our coastal landscape and liberal use of native grasses

make for something special. Bringing the best mid-ama-
teur players to Berkeley Hall is a tremendous honor for us.
It’s a pinnacle distinction that places us among the premier
courses in the nation.”

A HERITAGE OF GREATNESS

Berkeley Hall is named after Lord Berkeley, one of five
British generals awarded land holdings in America by the
King of England in 1665.

“While every imaginable amenity is within minutes, one
thing that remains the same is our dedication to open
space,” said Morris. “With our Jeffersonian-style clubhouse
and Fazio courses that form the ‘Core of the Community,’
Berkeley Hall is the lowest density private club in the
Southeast. I like to refer to Berkeley Hall as a point where
the river meets the sea. There’s no place I would rather be
than on the clubhouse veranda as the sun sets over a
canopy of century-old trees.” ■

For information on membership, visit BerkeleyHallClub.com.

“BERKELEY HALL OFFERS A GOOD MIX OF HOLES, MAKING IT AN IDEAL HOST FOR CHAMPIONSHIP GOLF.”
– MATT KUCHAR, WINNER OF OVER $46 MILLION ON THE PGA TOUR

DID YOU KNOW? Both Forbes and
Southern Living have named Bluffton a
“Best Place to Retire.”

“Berkeley Hall represents pure golf at its finest.
I consider it one of the great communities in
the Coastal Carolinas.” – TOM FAZIO

Berkeley Hall Golf Learning Center includes a 33-acre
practice facility and four climate-controlled hitting bays.
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